As the 21st century unfolds, the concept of leadership
will develop along the lines of six basic principles.
Leadership:
1. is for everyone.
2. involves learning and sharing new knowledge.
3. is based on empowered people working in
collaborative teams, on agreed purposes (practice
on purpose).
4. involves communicating with people, not to people.
5.

assumes that authority comes from what one
knows and says, not from an hierarchical position.

6.

includes fellowship (companionship), with some
people having more responsibilities than others,
but with everyone learning together to achieve the
mission.
There are two leading ideas about
leadership (pun intended):

‚
‚

transactional
transformative

Individual practitioners have a choice of which
leadership approach they intend to embrace. Their
choice affects the nature of their practice, thereby the
future of the profession.
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What is Transactional Leadership?

‚
‚
‚
‚

‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚

When we see it in action, we see:
‚ performance appraisals
‚ performance related pay
‚ rewards and incentives for
meeting results
punishment or corrections if anyone deviates
from the plan or accepted standards
job descriptions
people are expected to follow rather than take
initiative
management by objective (MBO) (based on
assumption of scarcity: set objectives, time
lines, criteria for monitoring progress,
deliverables, indicators of success)
job grading and classifications
heavy focus on the bottom line ($$$$$$$$$$)
short term oriented
goal is to maximize profits or stay within
budget
high value on maximizing
efficiency and competition
expectation of perks, special
treatment, bonuses and merit
awards for ‘hard work’
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A reminder:
Transactional leadership gets its
name from the concept transaction,
meaning an agreement involving an
exchange, giving something to
obtain something else.
This exchange is based on the leader specifying what is
expected, and helping followers to clearly understand
what they will receive, or avoid, if they fulfill those
expectations.
These types of leaders are power wielders.
To wield means to have power “over”
someone or some process. Power-over
means directing, regulating, managing and controlling
people using influence and authority.
Subordinates, when controlled by a
transactional boss, expect to get
promotions, raises or positive
reinforcement if they do well, and
criticism and sanctions if they do not do
well.
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Resultant work climate:
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚

lots of power plays and office politics
back stabbing and ‘sucking up’
possibility of immoral and unethical demands
everyone out for themself (self-interest)
people avoid taking risks (smothers innovation)
work becomes stale, stagnated and static
competitive (dog-eat-dog)
low trust and lots of suspicion
people do not feel valued, feel like they are held back
creativity is stifled and discouraged, leading to
frustration and simmering or outright anger
only do thing because they have to (smothers
initiative)
fear, anxiety and stress over not being able to meet
the manager’s expectations
feel like they cannot get ahead
feels like perpetual contest, battle or controversy
confrontational mode of relating to each other
secrecy and tension
manager gives orders and holds all of the power
anyone not ‘toeing the line’ is a trouble
maker and may get fired or demoted
lots of people taking sick-leave, mental
health days, stress-leave
theft, absenteeism, tardiness to get
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even

Transformative Leadership
To transform means to bring about a radical change
in something, someone or someplace. Radical is Latin for
r~ad§ic~alis and means‘arising from or getting at the root.’ It
also means holding views that deviate fundamentally (at
the core) from tradition, custom, convention or the usual.
Transformative leadership leads to transformative
practice and involves:

‚ articulating a powerful change agenda that will take
years to achieve

‚ getting people to change inside and
embrace this new agenda

‚ accepting the idea of power through
people’s potential and energy

‚ grounding people in a moral
dimension

‚ striving for others to exceed even
their own expectations, reach their fullest potential

‚ challenging the status quo and existing protocol
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The core of TF leadership is
that
can be a leader,
regardless of their title,
position in the traditional
hierarchy, occupation, job
description, etc.

Articulating a powerful change agenda that will
take years to achieve

‘ initially, people hear the TF
leaders’s agenda for societal
transformation with skepticism
because the agenda is SO
ambitious, difficult and
uncommon, and will take so long to arrive at

‘ then, people rise above this uncertainty because the
TF leader is so convincing. People become
that resonates with their
humanness and their deep moral and ethical concerns

‘ people become

and

their energy sustains the long journey towards a
valued, desired, and meaningful outcome or future
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TF leaders help people clarify
and change their internal belief
systems

‘ because control shifts from
being imposed by the leader
to being internalized by the
person, people
not because they have to or are
told to

‘ this personal ownership of the change that the TF
leaders is calling for means people
for that vision, emulating the TF
leader

‘ Part of changing their belief systems involves
from fresh perspectives,

‘ people will give up having to know everything (no
longer need to be the expert) and will

‘ They will be willing to unlearn, relearn and
remain life long learners (

)
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TF leaders manifest their power through people.
Power is shared, values are clarified, empathy and
collaboration are key as are mentoring and exemplary
behaviour (serves as a model to emulate)
‘ appealing to their
, ethics and
values (rather than profit, efficiency, rewards, etc)

‘ enlarging their vision, clarifying their purpose
(

’)

‘ changing the work culture by introducing new beliefs
and reasons for working (
of just measurable results)

instead

‘ changing how group members define their roles,
rather than imposed by third
party

‘ once beliefs are changed, then TF helps people
change their
: vision, beliefs, values, purpose
TF leader
changes self

TF leader helps
others change

They all work for
societal change

Note: Typically, belief systems are interjected from outside
sources, unconsciously accepted into a person’s belief structure
and then manifested in their daily life. With TF leadership,
transformative beliefs are consciously internalized, intentionally
woven into one’s belief structure, and purposively manifested in
daily life.
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Moral Dimension

.

‘

rather than because they are popular, an
acceptable practice, the established wisdom
at the time, or because one is told to

‘ emancipate people from externally imposed
forms of authority and control (status quo
and dominant ideology):

‘ unearth underlying issues (ethical and
ideological); raise people’s consciousness
(awareness) of
MOTO - when

leaders are
morally mature, those they
lead display higher moral
reasoning
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Transformative leaders are
willing to stand in the center
and
around them.

They are
for others to
make the journey
with them.
They are
courageous, creative deviants,
not rabble rousers, who
challenge the status quo and
,
focused and
sustainable
change agents
for the good of
humanity.
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